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About This Game

InCell is an action/racing game with a bit of strategy and science thrown into the mix in a rare and highly unusual microworld of
the carefully recreated human cell. This is the right project to start your acquaintance with VR or receive new VR impressions.

The game is focused on Virtual Reality but you can play just fine without a set.

Ready steady go!

Thanks to all robot-gods out there we will not take this journey alone - our humble (with a tiny control-everyone mania)
assistant is waiting for us (she is so sweet, isn’t she?). The Most Excellent Assistant Zero-Seven (she said that humans may
refer to her simply as ‘Your Highness’). So the player’s task is to impress TMEAR07 with experiment on volunteer to unlock
new healing technology for humanity. The problem is she doesn’t believe in that possibility because humans are simple and

illogical (and she is genius… as always).
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To cure our volunteer Mrs. Jane Smith and impress TMEAR07 players must select the right way through the objects
(organelles) to the cell’s nucleus and do their best in innovative radial racings between selected objects. Each object provides

unique abilities to improve racing params or to protect cell with different strategies.

How is it going inside the cell?

Getting closer to understanding cell structure and organelles functions (which are similar to the real functionality of the
organelles) players will improve their skills and will have a chance to impress completely suspicious The Most Excellent

Assistant Zero-Seven (who knows why is she so much aware of the other six Excellent Assistant Robots disassembling…).

One old and wise robot (he is still remember his 386 childhood) said that it’s a bad idea to make this kind of girl-robot sad…
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Features

Playable with VR (control the movement with your head only, or use keyboard and joystick).

Solve the riddle of TMEAR07, find out why doesn’t she believe in the humanity (may be it is just robot’s bad today or
some silicon stuff inside your PC makes she sad)?

With each new start the cell structure will be generated anew placing the organelles in different locations.

This game is a perfect opportunity to learn more about cell microstructure, different organelles and their roles in cell
vital activity.

Unlock harder difficulties where the true challenge awaits.

Hot keys
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Space - recenter camera position in VR mode

M - switch mirroring VR picture on monitor

Esc - pause and options menu

F5 - hide or show UI

F6 - hide or show bathyscaphe

F1 - graphics for recommended hardware

F2 - graphics for older hardware

F3 - decrease rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)

F4 - increase rotation speed (highly not recommended, only for experienced VR players)

F7 - reset rotation speed to default

Known issues

VR on Linux is not yet implemented

If you are not using gamepad you may want to plug it off to switch game in mouse/keyboard control mode.

Other games by Luden.io

https://store.steampowered.com/app/619150/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/522220/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/588560/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/343740/
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For the price I recommend this game for sure. I'm on level 4 right now and having issues getting past it. Its really fun and the
music is pretty great but I must mention a few things for any prospective buyers:
- It's extremely difficult and by that I mean there aren't many stages but you will spend a lot of time repeating the same stage
over and over in order to complete it, and the only way you get to the next one is by beating the previous one on normal mode
which means beginning to end, no mistakes.
-Some of the timing is extremely close and many of the stages set you up in ways where pure reflex will not get you through it,
as you will discover that a certain way was a trap and you have to go a different way instead, or the timing is so extremely close
and something is moving at you so fast that the only way you will dodge it is if you know thats it coming already.
-As each level consists of segments of the song (checkpoints) which repeat different patterns you will be hearing the same short
part of the song over and over everytime you die which will be alot, so just be warned.. The ppl complaining or rating thumbs
down have lost their mind. It looks fantastic, the graphics are top notch the story and gameplay are great, it runs well and its
scary as hell.
. They should make an achievement about beating Frank Malcov in a derby

Overall 9\/10 a timeless masterpiece. PROS

-There is an improvement of the dialog over the main game Arcania. The possessed human's are colorful.
-Worth getting if you plan to play it right after Aracania, AND if you buy it for 75% off or more.
-You can import your high level character from Arcania. You keep all the gear and cash which is nice, and almost feels like
cheating.

CONS

-Very short. It has a short main story, and several really mini side missions.
-Map tracking wasn't improved. But since the environments are smaller than the original game it's less likely you'll have to
google where your mission is.. I'll update this review to reflect development of this game.

27/7/2015 - Bold idea: arcade speedrunning fps. But devs still haven't even decided which direction to take. The game is very
(VERY) shallow experience - you shoot things with red light or humanoid (nothing has AI, they just shoot at you), and press
'sprint' in between. In the end it's a memory game: you run again and again trying to memorise where to shoot.
I bought the game because devs go into high risk territory of trying something relatively fresh. I wish it will evolve in something
good, but right now it isn't promising and my hopes are very low - devs doesn't seem to have any idea what they are trying to
actually do. They should either focus on racing part and take hints from racing games, or focus on actual scoring system and fps
mechanics and take hints from fps games. Score-attack shooter sounds better to me than time-attack runner with guns though.
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Want real high octane shooter with speed? Buy The Club and thank me later. And developers should too.. THey did a lot of
RIGHT things in the is game. I like that i can use the hints to find the object i am looking for instead of a random object. I
really like the little extra you get when leveling through game play. The game just makes sense, which is rare in some games in
this genre.
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good game but needs freeplay and it would even be better @TheNothernAlex he thinks so to in his video

so please developers can you please add freeplay so we can get asorted missions and so we cn enjoy the vehicles

thanks. Pay to win sadly. Dont Buy this s#it!. Wow, I wasn't expecting to have this much fun with this game. This game, in my
opinion, is a pretty great Binding of Isaac clone. I wouldn't be fooled by the bland combat at the beginning, soon you will unlock
powerups and weapons, or just continually upgrade the speed of your weapon. There are pets yopu can unlock, which when you
reach a certain amount they then fuse together to make a really strong pet. There's also a selection of characters to unlock, all
offering a new mix to the game.
This game is in no way AS good as Binding of Isaac, but I still had a lot of fun with it and would recommend it for a few hours
of fun. Actually I think I will probably play this game some more.. You know whats crazy? I enjoyed this game and will
probably watch for the devs next game, because mechanically it feels like a better version of those old ps2 games i liked. I like
the sprint button, the colorful art style, the open world nature, but the game has issues. The story is told through pictures and i
had no idea what was happening, i can't tell enemies apart from friends, i don't have camera options for inverted controls, and i
dislike running long stretches of land with nothing in them.
Mechanically theres something to be had, but I spent my entire playtime running around a giant empty world with nothing to do.
The game needs to be more interactive, and if that means a smaller world all the better. Maybe next game will have some dialog
and more fleshed out levels, rather than the giant land of dullness.. boring........... Nothing to do as the developpers already said
in the game menu but better put games on steam when there is actually something to do. I know this sounds a bit whining but
90% of all EA games is not worth my time.
So i do not recommend EA games. Glad this one was for free but that doesn't mean i can leave a negative reply.
Prolly i will never come back to look if something has changed. Because i have bought 1 game from steam in Januari 2015 and
now in March 2016 that game hasn't changed in a bit while that game costs 15 bucks.

Sorry steam but i never gonna buy a game anymore after i bought 1 of you. Change your steam rules for developpers, they can
run away whenever they want with our money and leave us with a unfinished product while they started a new project and start
all over again.. I really love this game. The gameplay was difficult to get used to but once I got comfortable it became a joy to
play. It's pretty easy in places, but given that the mechanics are so engaging that isn't really a bad thing (reminded me of Portal
in that way).

It could stand to be leaner imo. Some levels felt like they didn't present new ideas. Also, I often just happened on solutions
without understanding the idea behind them, to the point where I wondered if I was finding unintended solutions. That said,
there's tons of really special puzzles here.

Fun playful style and sense of humour too. Great sound. Great game. Ok I'm done.. This visual novel in my opinion was
absolutely splendid. I say down expecting to play a bit and try it out and next thing I knew it was over two hours later and I'd
finished my first route and was immensely pleased with the overall experience. The writing was excellent, the characters
consistently interesting and likeable and the ending I got was managed to both be surprising and satisfying. Best of all the overall
route managed to develop the relationship with my targeted love interest without ever feely rushed or forced as many games like
this often do.

The only issues I had was certain side characters such as maids being relegated to grey silloutetes rather than at least a generic
image and a handful of typos/text errors. Nothing that was a big enough deal to mar the overall experience.

10/10 I would happily recommend this to anyone who enjoys visual novels.. Continue your trip through France in "Brothers in
Arms: Earned in Blood", a first-person shooter developed by Gearbox Software and published by Ubisoft.

You play as newly promoted Sergeant Joe "Red" Hartsock, who has interview with Army historian Colonel S.L.A. Marshall,
+15 days after D-Day. In his interview, Red will share his reflections and events that led him to this place, divided in three parts.

Gameplay hasn't changed much from Road to Hill 30, it simply got improved in few places.
Your main focus and way to defeat enemies will be Four F's, which are Find, Fix, Flank, Finish.
Find an enemy, Fix them with fire allowing you to move, Flank them to have a clear shot, and Finish their lives.
To help you with that, you will use 2 squads-Fire Team, who is great at fixing enemy with fire, and Assault Team who is good at
flanking enemies and eliminating them. And from time to time you will get a tank, which while is a mobile cover itself and will
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helps with tanks, troopers, and nests, has also more enemies to deal with, especially AT's, nests and tanks. So it balances itself
out.
Like in previous game, going run and gun means you are not a fan of living.
Health system is still the same. No regeneration, no healthpacks, kits, you name it. Everyone has one life, and only you can keep
it.
Oh and if you run out of ammo, you can ask nicely your squadmates for it! If they are alive, that is.

In terms of improvement, mostly it's AI. Enemy will constantly reposition himself according to yours actions, but you can lure
him out by forcing him into killzones aswell. Also they will attack more often than in Hill 30, even rush in desperate actions so
you have to be always beware. Levels are more open, it's mostly thanks to increased amount of armor and AT's. It still makes
the game more interesting.
For each chapter you unlock extra content like trailers, artworks, few history lessons and more! The higher difficulty you play,
the more you unlock. It's always a one way to replay a game I suppose.

Besides Single Player you have Skirmish mode, in which you can play few co-op missions as Allies or as Nazis. There is 5
missions for each of those, and if you loved main campaign, you will probably like them.
There is also Multiplayer which now, as you might expect, is dead.

Sound design didn't change much, as most of the voice actors, soundtrack and weapons is the same as in Hill 30. The new
weapons and vehicles sound okay.

Had no issues with performance.

If you liked previous game, you will enjoy it aswell. It still has realistic gunplay, keeps focus on authentic events, persons
locations, and is a enjoyable challenge.
8/10!

If you enjoyed reading that review, check out my curator page!
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/31947302/. Bad. Bad game.
First of all. Timer - it's not ok. We are playing puzzle game. We want to relax and don't have race against time.
Second. Background is fail. It's hard to see puzzle pieces and work with them.
Third. YOU SHOULD'T have complete picture in your workfield. In my opinion this thing simply destroys magic feeling when
you collect puzzle.
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